H?(v) Population by Coherent Raman Anti-Stokes Scattering
The excited H 2 (v) populations will be measured using coherent The problem of pressure induced line shift in the HC1 measurements, in contrast to the HF system, "ill be eliminated by operating both the pin laser and test gas mixtures at the same total pressure and buffer gas concentration whenever possible. When different gas mixtures must be used, the system will be calibrated by measuring the absorption for gas mixtures containing known quantities of HC1.
The nrobe laser will also be used to measure HC1 produced by prereaction in the sample gas mixtures as well as the HC1 impurity level in the Cl 2 gas supply. HC1 present in the initial gas mixtures could be detrimental to optimum laser performance.
Computer Model
A complete molecular kinetics model is being assembled based on the currently available experimental and theoretical rate constants. . .
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